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DEFENDANT

Last Name

BRYANT-BEASLEY

First Name

JURDON

Middle

TREVELLE

DOB

08/12/2003

Arrest Date

01/24/2023

Arrest Time

10:39 pm

Armed with

UNARMED

Location of Arrest

E 17TH AVE / N WILLOW ST 

OFFICER MAKING STATEMENT

Name

BOTHWELL, DONOVAN C

Serial No.

P15030

COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR ORIGINAL PROBABLE CAUSE STATEMENTS AND ALL AFFIDAVITS FOR ARREST WARRANT

I am a police officer for the City and County of Denver, Colorado, and have knowledge regarding the arrest/incident of the above

named party for the below listed offense, which offense occurred on or about the date of 01/24/2023 at 2:47 pm at or near the

location of E 17TH AVE / N WILLOW ST in the City and County of Denver, State of Colorado.

VIOLATIONS(S) DESCRIPTION

18-4-302 INV HOLD-AGGRAVATED ROBBERY[026431]

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The probable cause of the arrest of the above-named individual is as follows: 

[Probable Cause Statement Authored by Detective P. HANLON #13043 

 

On January 23, 2023 at approximately 1446 hrs. the Denver Combined Communications Center received a 911 call of a robbery which had just

occurred at Whole Foods parking garage located at E 2nd Ave and N University Blvd. The Whole Foods Supermarket is located at 2375 E 1st Ave

and the associated parking garage is located in the City and County of Denver, State of Colorado. 

 

 

 

Officers responded to the location and contacted two victims who were identified as  dob  and 

dob: . The victim's advised that they had driven to the third story of the parking structure and parked at this location. Upon parking both

victims advised that a group of males had come to their vehicle, surrounded the vehicle, and demanded that they exit the car. The victim's advised

that the suspects were armed with firearms as they demanded they exit the car. During the carjacking  reported that she was

forcibly taken out of her vehicle and struck in the head with a pistol, causing her pain. The suspect from this incident then gained access to her

vehicle and fled with it and another vehicle.  advised that when the suspects came up to the vehicle she had also been pulled

from her seat and onto the ground and that a suspect had stuck her in the head with a handgun. After this  advised that the

suspects took  (  vehicle) and fled the scene.  noted that the suspects had another vehicle with

them. The victim's vehicle which was stolen during this incident was a grey 2023 Audi Q5 bearing Colorado temporary license plate . 

 

 

 

After this incident officers responded to the area and began checking the area for the suspect vehicle, observing the suspect vehicles at E 9th

Ave and N Lincoln St. Upon observing the vehicles Denver Police Department Air1 continued to follow the vehicles, noting that the victim's vehicle

was abandoned during this observation by officers. The suspect vehicle, identified as a blue Volkswagen Tiguan was continuously monitor by

Air1 until it reached W 17th Ave and N Willow St. At this location the suspect vehicle stopped, multiple individuals exited out of the vehicle and

attempted to carjack a second vehicle at this location. The victim of this attempted carjacking was identified as  dob: . 

 

 

 

Officers immediately responded into the area, containing 4 individuals who were observed exiting the vehicle by Air1. A perimeter was setup

in the area and additional officers responded to the area. Officers completed a search of the area and contacted two additional suspects in the

backyard of 1670 S Willow St. The individuals taken into custody were identified as  dob: ,  dob:

,  , Jurdon Bryant-Beasley dob: 08/12/2003,  dob: ,  dob:

. 

 

 

 

Officers completed an on scene show up with the victims and witness regarding this incident. The following are the results of these

identifications: 

 

 

 

Suspect  was positively identified by multiple victims and witnesses as being involved in the carjacking at 2nd and University. 
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Suspect  was positively identified by multiple victims and witnesses as being involved in the carjacking at 2nd and University,

pulling a victim out of the vehicle and striking her on the head with a handgun. 

 

 

 

Suspect  was positively identified by multiple victims and witnesses as being involved in the carjacking at 2nd and University,

Victim  identified  as striking her on the head with a handgun. 

 

 

 

Suspect Jurdon Bryant Beasley was positively identified by multiple victims and witnesses as being involved in the carjacking at 2nd and

University. 

 

 

 

Suspect  was positively identified by multiple victims and witnesses as being involved in the carjacking at 2nd and University

and was observed fleeing the suspect vehicle with a handgun. 

 

 

 

 was positively identified by multiple victims and witnesses as being involved in the carjacking at 2nd and University. 

 

 

 

A search of the immediate area where suspects were arrested located multiple handguns and live ammunition.] 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Paper Documents sent for Scanning: 

Advisement [Yes ] Victim Statement(s)[Yes ] How many? [ ] 

 

Witness Statement(s) [ ] How Many? [ ] 

 

Request for Presumptive Screening[No ] 

 

Miscellaneous 

[ ] 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

DOMV Additional Required Information: 

Medical Release (HIPPA)/Victim Diagram (from DOMV Case Summary)[ ] 

 

ID of Suspect (Photo of w/victim signature on back) [ ] 

I affirm this information to be true and correct.

Officer: BOTHWELL, DONOVAN C   Serial No: P15030


